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Abstract
A general formalism for an optical guided mode in waveguides with periodically spatial and
temporal perturbed boundaries is developed. A given mode propagating within such a
waveguide is scattered in the general case into space-time harmonics. It is shown that the
dynamic aspect of the modulation allows us to control the spectral response of the system as well
as the line-shape of its resonances. Such a system offers interesting new possibilities for future
electronic-optical hybrid devices where the temporal modulation is activated electronically. We
validate our theoretical model using finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations and
demonstrate a potentially applicable electronically controlled optical modulation device.
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1. Introduction

The possibility of extending waveguide perturbations to the
temporal domain using electronic control has become a fea-
sible option in recent years following advances in realizing
ultrafast modulators based on non-linear materials, such as
electro-optic (EO) polymers [1, 2]. Within this framework, an
analysis of guided modes propagating within dynamically
modulated systems is called upon. A guided-mode propaga-
tion within a waveguide which is perturbed spatially in an
ordered manner (typically periodically) is scattered into space
harmonics. The existence of these space harmonics can be
used in coupling problems—for example, when coupling an
external (radiative) mode to a waveguide, or by coupling
different modes within the medium (they can be modes
oscillating at different frequencies or of different spatial
profiles). Here, the spatial perturbation and scattering to
spatial harmonics are fundamentally used to overcome a
momentum phase mismatch between the modes. In the frame
of nonlinear optics, the technique in which a parameter
relevant to the interaction is modulated is known as quasi-
phase-matching (QPM) [3, 4]. Here, we extend the treatment
of evolution of a guided mode (now having a specific tem-
poral profile) in the presence of both spatial and temporal
periodic perturbations using spatiotemporal coupled-mode

formalism [5, 6]. Spatiotemporal modulated structures, in
which the electronic properties of the medium are modulated
sinusoidally in a traveling-wave manner, have been theoreti-
cally studied in the past, producing dispersion properties and
band diagrams of various waveguides configurations [7–14].
Such works raised interesting possibilities, in particular, the
realization of magnetic-free non-reciprocal optical devices
[15–18] allowing for a variety of photonic applications,
such as isolators [19–21], circulators [22–24], non-reciprocal
antennas [25–27] and non-reciprocal metasurfaces [28, 29].
Such systems could also phase-match interactions involving
not only a momentum mismatch but also an energy mismatch
[30] allowing us to realize further applications in the realm of
nonlinear frequency conversion [31–33].

In this paper, we concentrate upon the possibility of
dynamically controlling the spectral response of a general
guided-mode system coupled to radiation modes. We develop
a coupled-mode analytical model for a guided mode under
spatiotemporal perturbations driven by an arbitrary number of
modulation sources of either a spatial, temporal or spatio-
temporal nature. We then study the special case of a system
driven by two temporal modulation sources of equal fre-
quency and a general phase difference between them. It is
found that the ratio between the modulation frequency to the
bandwidth of the initial pulse is crucial in determining the
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type of medium experienced by the guided mode; an effective
static medium or a slowly varying (adiabatically modulated)
medium. We also study the role of the phase difference of the
two sources in controlling the response of the system as a
filter. We validate our coupled wave equations with finite
difference time domain (FDTD) simulations representing a
potentially applicable electronically controlled optical device
based on a guided-mode resonance filter (GMRF) [34, 35].

2. A guided mode in a spatiotemporal perturbed
waveguide

We consider a field which is a superposition of modes char-
acterized with frequencies ωm and propagation constants βm:
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 ( ) [ ( )] are the normal TE modes of

the system without the perturbation. We assume that the
system is harmonically perturbed both spatially and tempo-
rally with periods Λ and T, respectively. This forces the mode
amplitudes am(z, t) to consist of a superposition of space-time
harmonics with fundamental frequencies of K=2π/Λ and
Ω=2π/T for the spatial and temporal oscillations, respec-
tively. At this stage, we assume that these frequencies are
small enough so as not to couple the guided modes to con-
tinuum modes. We now use coupled wave equations,
including first order dispersion developed in [5],
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being the Fourier coefficient of the spatiotemporal modulation
(notice that p, q are integers). We consider the self coupling of
mode m due to the spatiotemporal perturbation, to new space
and time harmonics (the case of a purely spatial perturbation
was developed in [36]). This scattering into new space and
time harmonics, which is obtained by simply setting n=m in
equation (2), is described with the following self-coupled
equation:
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Unlike the usual phase matching condition where
momentum needs to be matched in order for the amplitude of
a given mode to be built efficiently, the phase matching
condition in our case depends on both momentum and energy
of the generated mode (see the equivalent case in nonlinear
frequency conversion detailed in [30]). For simplicity, we
consider sinusoidal spatial and temporal perturbations such
that the phase matching terms that are used in our system are
p, q=0, ±1 and p, q=±1, 0. In addition, under the
approximation that the temporal perturbation frequency is
much smaller than the frequency of the mth mode we
approximate m m

0 1k k»  and define sign2m m
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Moreover, without loss of generality, we assume that the
modulation is an odd function of the coordinate so we can set
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where we added arbitrary phases, fz and ft for the spatial and
temporal perturbation sources, respectively. By assigning a
proper value to these phases, the perturbation sources can be
of any type of symmetry (odd, even or asymmetric) while
equation (4) still holds. The solution, as can be verified with a
direct substitution, is given by
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is the envelope function of the propa-

gating mth mode in the waveguide without the spatiotemporal
perturbation. By using the Bessel function expansion, we can
write equation (5) as
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0,1k w= - W( ) . The
electric field of the propagating mode is therefore a sum of an
infinite number of space and time harmonics:
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p

mb b= - and p q,f =
p qz tf f+ . This is the general solution for an arbitrary
mode propagating in a sinusoidally varying spatiotemporal
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boundary. The mode consists of an infinite space and time
harmonics which can be phased-matched. Without the tem-
poral modulation, Ω=0 and ft=0, the solution reduces to
the one found in [36].

The result of equation (7) is obtained for a specific case
in which spatial and temporal modulations (both at a single
frequency) are applied upon the waveguide boundary,
although it can be adjusted to any number of perturbation
sources either spatial or temporal. As an example, consider a
waveguide whose boundary is perturbed by two temporal
sources with angular frequencies Ω1 and Ω2 and phases f1

and f2 respectively and with no spatial perturbation. The
resulting electric field of the guided mode is given by
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0,1

2k w= W( ) . Notice that
in this case only time harmonics are generated unlike the
spatiotemporal perturbation where both space and time har-
monics were generated.

The major implication of the result is that phased-mat-
ched interactions are no longer limited to the excitation of a
mode with principle values of β and ω but can involve space
and time harmonics in the spatial and temporal frequencies of
the mode. In addition, the temporal extension provides
dynamical attributes to the system, unlike the spatial analo-
gues that cannot be modified post fabrication.

2.1. Spatiotemporal harmonic scattering efficiency

Equation (7) describes an electric field that consists of infinite
space and time harmonics p, q each with amplitude
J M J Np m q m[ ] [ ]. Numerical calculations of the function

f x J J,p q
p x q x

, 1z = z⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( ) , where the dimensionless variables

x Mm
1= - and ζ=Nm/Mm, are shown in figure 1 for various

values of ζ.
As x→0, the fundamental mode is scattered to infinite

harmonics, each with small coupling efficiency, while the
fundamental mode is significantly decreased. The scattering
efficiency of the fundamental into spatiotemporal harmonics
depends on the ratio between the temporal and spatial mod-
ulation coefficients, ζ.

Returning back to our model, we examine the physical
implications of a TE mode propagating in a thin-film slab
waveguide whose upper boundary is spatiotemporally modu-
lated with periods Λ=2π/K and T=2π/Ω (for the spatial
and temporal modulation, respectively) as shown in figure 2.
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Figure 1. Scattering efficiency of the spatiotemporal harmonics for
each (p, q) harmonic order, up to first order 1, 1( ). Several graphs are
shown for the function f x J Jp q

p x q x
, 1= z( ) [ ] [ ] for various values of ζ.

The case ζ=1 describes is symmetric—the boundary is equally
perturbed by the spatial and temporal sources.

Figure 2. Thin-film slab waveguide with spatiotemporal perturbation
of one interface. The spatial dimensions are marked with x and z and
the temporal dimension is marked with t. h is the width of the guided
layer in which the guided mode is propagating (the mode profile is
illustrated by the blue line). The spatial perturbation (dotted black
curve) is of a sinusoidal profile along the z axis at coordinate x=0
with corrugation depth as and period Λ. The refractive indices of the
waveguide layers are denoted by n1, n2 and n3 for the superstrate,
guided layer and substrate, respectively. The refractive index of the
superstrate is temporally modulated around navg, which is the
average refractive index, with period T and modulation depth Δn. at
is the temporally modulated effective region and is determined by
the penetration depth of the guided mode into the superstrate.
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1, sd is the susceptibility modulation depth of the spatial per-
turbation and td is the susceptibility modulation depth of the
temporal perturbation, which can be induced by several different
nonlinear effects (e.g. Pockels, Kerr, acousto-optic, etc [3]). The
choice of material, effect, device geometry and excitation
strength would determine the modulation depth. The field in
these expressions is evaluated at coordinate 0 just at the interface
of the corrugation, assuming the extent of the corrugations
(effective one for the temporal case) are small compared to the
variations in the profile of the guided modes. as and at are the
physical spatial corrugation depth and temporally modulated
effective region respectively, which are small compared to the
thickness h. We note that the length at in some cases can be
determined by the leakage of the guided mode outside the
guided region and not by the thickness of the spatially perturbed
layer. Now we can express the ratio between the spatial and
temporal coefficients with a v T at t m s s z d w d= L( ) ( ). This
expression, together with the results shown in figure 1, suggests
that a guided mode can be efficiently scattered into spatio-
temporal harmonics by properly designing the spatiotemporal
perturbation geometries on the waveguide boundary. Moreover,
the modulation phase of the temporal perturbation, tf allows
real-time dynamic modification of the generated harmonics.
Specifically, as is clear from equation (5), in a symmetric per-
turbation, Mm=Nm (ζ=1), equal phases, fz=ft yield max-
imum scattering to the spatiotemporal harmonics, while anti-
phase, fz=−ft will completely destroy the effect, leaving the
fundamental untouched.

3. Spectral and line-shape control of the system
response

We numerically examine the spectrum of a mode propagating
in a non-dispersive (at least within the bandwidth of interest)
thin slab waveguide whose boundary is modulated via two
sources with angular frequencies Ω1 and Ω2 with phases f1

and f2 and with modulation depth δò1 and δò2, respectively.
We assume that the temporally modulated effective regions at
of both sources is equal and therefore ζ=δò2Ω1/(δò1Ω2).
Notice that the model we examine now does not contain
any spatial perturbations. The resultant electric field
of the guided mode is given by equation (8) while its
spectrum is given by the absolute square of the Fourier
transform of (8). We chose a Gaussian envelope pulse:
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where Tp is the

pulse width which is long enough so that all harmonics
generated by the perturbations are spectrally isolated. Figure 3
shows the normalized spectrum of the guided mode inside the
perturbative waveguide for arbitrary degenerate modulation
frequencies Ω1=Ω2=Ω, degenerate modulation depths
δε1=δε2=δε and different phases ,1 2f f . Further, in this
first case, that we analyze, the perturbations frequencies are

much larger than the bandwidth of the input pulse. We notice
that all of the different spectra in this case are symmetric
around the mode original frequency ωm. The exact distribu-
tion of energy between the harmonics depends on both the
modulation depth and the phase of the perturbations. This is
further explored in figures 4 and 5. As a function of mod-
ulation depth, the harmonics intensity distribution is of a
Bessel form and, according to figure 4, the general trend is
that for a given modulation depth, a lower modulation fre-
quency is better in invoking the time harmonics.

Considering figure 5, it is obvious that when the two
modulation sources are at anti-phase their effects cancel—the
fundamental keeps all of its energy and there are no time
harmonics, while the general tendency is that towards phase
perturbations (f2=f1) the fundamental losses its energy and

Figure 3. Normalized spectrum of a guided mode inside a thin slab
whose boundary is perturbed by two temporally modulation sources.
The graph shows numerical calculation for the symmetric case,
Mm=Nm where Ω=Ω1=Ω2 is the angular frequency of the
modulation sources, 1 2  d d d= = is the modulation depth. Here,

PHz3.425mw = (corresponding to guided wave with wavelength
λ=550 nm), a 50 nmt = , v c ng m 0 2w =( ) where n 22 = and
E s m0 10m

2 3 2= - -∣ ( )∣ · . Graphs (a)–(d) show the modulation depth
dependence for several modulation frequencies. Graphs (e)–(f) show
the sensitivity of the phase difference between the modulation
sources where δò=0.03 is the modulation depth and f1=0 and f2

are the phases of the modulation sources. Here, the bandwidth of the
initial pulse is m T

2

p
wD = = Wp .
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the harmonics gain energy. Each harmonic has a specific
perturbations phase difference that maximizes its amplitude,
while there are one or more phase differences that completely
turn-off any specific harmonic. Thus, it is obvious that the
relative phase has a significant role in shaping the overall
spectrum of the system.

So far we considered the case where mwW D and we
remarked that the spectrum is symmetric. This can be under-
stood intuitively by noting that the pulses associated with each
harmonic are very long compared with the perturbations and so
they observe a kind of an effective medium. When the mod-
ulation frequency starts to be at the same order or slower than
the bandwidth of each harmonic, the pulses experience a slowly
varying medium whose initial conditions depends on the relative
phase between the two harmonic perturbations. In this case, a
pulse entering the system experiences a slowly changing index
of refraction which slowly changes the resonance frequency of
the medium. This causes a time-dependent distribution of the
spectral energy of the system (further, notice that as the system is
not stationary, the energy of the pulse is not a conserved
quantity). Thus, we can expect a more complex response that at
some cases can be asymmetric around the mode’s central fre-
quency. We note that the bandwidth of each harmonic is
determined by both the bandwidth of the initial pulse in the
system and by the lifetime of the modes and the harmonics
which are limited by decay mechanisms (absorption or scattering
to radiation modes).

We now explore cases where the ratio between the
modulation frequency Ω to the bandwidth of the initial pulse
Δωm is close to 1. Figure 6 depicts the temporal evolution of
the spectrum for a few such cases, where the pulse propagates
over a finite time in the system and we keep f1=0 and
f2=0. The initial Gaussian pulse is set with a wavelength

which is resonant with mode m for the unperturbed system. Its
duration is Tp

2a= p
W

where α is a control parameter that
quantifies the ratio between Ω and Δωm=2π/Tp. When
α=1, we are still at the case where the modulation fre-
quency is fast enough that the pulse experience an effective
(temporal) medium. As α gets smaller, the pulse experience a
slowly varying medium where the resonance frequency is
oscillating adiabatically carrying the pulse energy with them,
while the notion of harmonics loses its meaning as there are
no distinct spectral features anymore. At this limit, it
is evident that the spectrum becomes asymmetric around
the initial carrier frequency. The oscillation of the resonance
around the fundamental is phase dependent according
to the trigonometric identity t tsin sin1 2f fW + + W +( ) ( )

t2 cos sin
2 2

1 2 1 2= W +f f f f- +( ) ( ) as shown in figure 7.

The oscillation amplitude depends on the phase difference
between the sources and the initial phase is determined by the
phases average.

Figure 4. Normalized intensity of harmonic orders (up to 3rd order)
as a function of the modulation depth. The harmonics intensity varies
as a Bessel function. For all cases 01 2f f= = and m T

2

p
wD = = Wp .

Figure 5. Normalized intensity of harmonic orders (up to 3rd order)
as a function of phase frequency for several modulation depths and
modulation frequencies. Anti-phase between the sources cancels the
perturbation effect. The phase-sensitivity increases as the modulation
frequency decreases or as the modulation depth increases. For all
cases f1=0 and m T

2

p
wD = = Wp .
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4. A concrete example: the response of a
spatiotemporally modulated GMRF

The discussion until now is relevant to any system supporting
guided modes on which some spatiotemporal modulation is
applied. The emphasis here was on the role of the temporal
modulation on the spectral response of the system. Now we
want to consider a specific, concrete, example in the form of a

guided-mode-resonance-filter (GMRF) [34, 35] with a spa-
tiotemporal perturbation. This time the spatial part of the
perturbation would be used for coupling to radiation modes
outside the filter, while the temporal modulations would
scatter the guided mode (into which the radiation modes are
coupled) to new time harmonics.

We propose a concept for an electronically controlled
optical filter based on the implications of our coupled wave
equations of a guided mode propagating inside a spatio-
temporally perturbed slab. Our device is a GMRF wrapped
with electro-optic dielectric materials (such as EO polymers)
through which the temporal modulation can be applied elec-
tronically (see figure 8 for an illustration of the device). The
GMRF is designed so that the resonance without the pertur-
bation is centered at λ0=550 nm. An incoming pulse cen-
tered at ωn with pulse duration Tp impinges perpendicularly
upon the GMRF whose effective refractive index [37],
neff=2, consists of a grating with rectangular profile of high
(nH=2.02) and low (nL=1.98) refractive indices with
period 314 nm2

m
L = =p

b
and thickness d=134 nm. These

Figure 6. Time-evolved spectrum of a mode with various pulse
durations (Tp) propagating in a doubly-temporally perturbed
waveguide. (a) The pulse duration of each harmonic is longer than
the perturbations and so they observe a kind of an effective medium.
(b) The modulation frequency is equal to the harmonics bandwidth.
(c)–(f) The modulation frequency is slower than the harmonics
bandwidth, leading to an asymmetric spectrum, thus the harmonics
distribution around the fundamental is no longer symmetric. Insets
show the pulse evolution with no perturbations.

Figure 7. Time-evolved spectrum of a mode with pulse duration
T 0.1p

2= ´ p
W

and various modulation phase propagating in a

doubly-temporally perturbed waveguide. The phase of the first
source is held at 01

of = . The oscillation of the resonance around ωm

is according to t2 cos sin
2 2

1 2 1 2W +f f f f- +( ) ( ).
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values are taken from an example given in [34]. βm, which is
chosen to be the lowest TE0 mode of the slab, and d can be
found numerically or graphically according to the symmetric
TE mode condition equation for slab waveguides

[38] h hd qtan 1

2
=( ) where h

n

c m

2
2

1 2
eff

0
b= +w⎡
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q m
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c
2

2 1 2
c

0
b= - w⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ) . The upper and lower claddings of the

slab are dielectric materials with refractive index nc=1.52
and thickness D=2×d=268 nm which was chosen by
FDTD simulation in order to achieve lowest background
response around λ0 (the device is surrounded by air, n=1),
as shown in figure 9. The cladding’s dielectric constant is
modulated via two radio frequency (RF) sources with angular
frequencies Ω1 and Ω2, and phases f1 and f2, respectively.

The modulation depth of the temporal perturbations is chosen
to be δò=0.03.

Here, we compare an analytical solution of the system
based on our couple-mode formalism with FDTD simula-
tions. The analytical solution is given with equation (2),
where first we calculate the guided mode profile without the

temporal perturbations, t z

v m
F -

w( )( )
, while assuming that the

carrier angular frequency of the incoming signal, ωn, is in
resonance with the GMRF mode of frequency ωm so that
ωn=ωm. We also assume that the incident pulse has a
Gaussian temporal envelope and is spatially uniform in the z
direction: a t t Texpinc p

2= -( ) [ ( ) ]. In this case, the solution
for first order approximation (p= 1) describing the GMRF
mode excited by the incident light coupled through the spatial
modulation is given with:

t
z

v
a z t
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,
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⎞
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( )

( ) ( )

where zm=z− v(ωm)t, km m m,
1 2 bD = -p

L
is the momentum

mismatch and where we added a decay term with decay-rate
α which quantifies the energy loss from the waveguide due to
coupling back to the continuum and other possible loss
mechanisms. In order to estimate α to the physical scenario
at hand, we assumed an exponential decay of the mode
inside the GMRF of finite length L according to [39]
where α is related to the expected peak reflectivity via
R L1 exppeak a= - -( ). Here, Rpeak=0.98 is the expected
peak reflectivity of 98% which is a standard value for GMRF
and L=2 mm is the chosen device length. With these, we
got that α=1.96×103 m−1.

We ignore explicit coupling to other spatial harmonics
(which is partially accounted for through the decay term).
Still, our model, as we verify below, is able to accurately
reproduce enough spectral properties of the GMRF as a filter.

Our coupled-mode model is compared with exact FDTD
simulations based on solving Maxwell’s equations with per-
iodic boundary conditions along the guided mode propagation
direction where a single spatial period of the GMRF is cov-
ered on the top and bottom with time dependent dielectric
materials that oscillate sinusoidally, according to the mod-
ulation frequencies Ω1 and Ω2.

The numerical results of both models are shown together
in two figures: figure 10 shows the time-evolved-spectrum of
the mode inside the GMRF for various modulation fre-
quencies (with specific modulations phases) while figure 11
shows the spectrum for various phases of the modulation
sources (with specific modulations frequency). The results of
the FDTD simulations and our analytical equations are in
good agreement. The line-shape control is demonstrated. In
figure 10, it is shown that the higher the modulation fre-
quency is the energy is more equally distributed between the
modes. For lower modulation frequencies (figures 10(a) and
(b)), the mode is propagating in a slowly varying medium
(compared with the mode’s bandwidth) so that it is shifted
along with the refractive index while generation of harmonics

Figure 8. Illustration of an electronically controlled optical device
based on a GMRF wrapped with an electro-optic material. ωn is the
incoming pulse carrier angular frequency which is equal to the
frequency of the guided mode ωm. The refractive indices of the
guiding layer and the claddings are neff=2 and nc=1.52 with
thicknesses d=134 nm and D 268 nm= , respectively.

314 nmL = is the spatial period of the grating in the guiding layer.
Ω1 and Ω2 with f1 and f2 are the modulation frequencies and phases
of the two modulation sources. In our model, the illumination source
impinges as a plane wave over the whole GMRF.

Figure 9. Background response of the unmodulated device.
Reflection spectrum is shown for different values of the claddings
thickness D. Here, the grating is not incorporated inside the core.
nc = 1.52 and neff=2 are the refractive indices of the claddings and
core, respectively. The device is surrounded by air (n= 1). The core
thickness is d=134 nm. The horizontal lines mark the frequency
range in which the resonance takes place. The lowest background
response (minimum reflections) is obtained when
D=2×d=268 nm.
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is absent. At higher modulation frequencies (figures 10(c) and
(d)), the harmonics are generated as the mode experiences a
kind of an effective medium. In figure 11, the phase sensi-
tivity of the device is demonstrated. Since the modulation
frequency is lower compared with the modes bandwidth, the
notion of harmonics is meaningless and therefore the phases
of the modulations determine the initial shift of the mode. It is
apparent that an anti-phase between the modulation sources,
shown in case (f), yields a response similar to that of an
unperturbed GMRF.

Our device is a reflection GMRF [34] where the reso-
nance phenomena is due to constructive interference between
the leaky modes of the waveguide and the zero-order reflected
wave [40, 41]. The electric field given by equation (8) is thus
radiated in the specular-reflection direction so that it is
expected that the spectrum of the reflection from the device is
similar to that of the mode. A comparison between the
reflection and the excited mode spectrum, using FDTD
simulations, is shown in figure 12. The results suggests that
our analytical model can indeed be used to predict the
reflection response of a temporally modulated GMRF. We
note in passing that for a GMRF with no temporal modula-
tion, the reflection in resonance is close to 100%.

5. Discussion

We considered the spectral response of a spatiotemporally
modulated waveguide, which is essentially described with
equation (7) being the most important result of this work. Our
model is a temporal extension of the known spatially and

harmonically perturbed waveguide used to couple radiation
and guided modes or guided modes at different frequencies
when a nonlinear interaction is taking place. We specifically
considered a system with two temporal perturbations oscil-
lating at the same frequency and showed that the form of the
evolved spectrum is sensitive to the ratio between the tem-
poral perturbations and the guided modes’ bandwidth, as well
as on the relative phase between the perturbations. Such a
system can be a prototype for a hybrid electronic-optical
system where the temporal perturbations are applied and
controlled electronically. Indeed this is just a singular exam-
ple of the utility and function of spatiotemporally perturbed

Figure 10. Time-evolved spectrum of the guided mode in a
temporally perturbed GMRF is shown for different modulation
frequencies, using both coupled mode theory (dashed red line) and
FDTD simulations (continuous blue line). The modulation depth is
0.03 and the modulation phases are 01 2

of f= = . The unperturbed
mode is shown in a black dot-dashed line. It is shown that the higher
the modulation frequency is, the energy is more equally distributed
between the modes.

Figure 11. (a)–(f) Time-evolved spectrum of a guided mode in a
temporally perturbed GMRF is shown using both coupled mode
theory (dashed red line) and FDTD simulations (continuous blue
line). The unperturbed mode is shown in a black dot-dashed line.
The modulation frequency is 50 GHz and the modulation depth is
0.03 for both sources. Phase sensitivity is displayed for several
values of the modulation source phase in the substrate, f2, while the
superstrate modulation phase is held constant 01

of = . (g) A steady
state spectrum of the GMRF is shown for simulation (solid lines) and
theory (dashed lines).
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waveguides which can be further explored in many different
directions, such as phase matching in nonlinear frequency
conversion [30, 42] and as a means to achieve more sophis-
ticated spectro-temporal functionalities [32, 33, 43].
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